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Foreword

OUr CUrrENT ECOSySTEM is largely defined by information and

communication technologies, which are evolving at a faster rate

and grander magnitude than ever before. These rapid digital

developments come with their share of unintended consequences

on, what Marshall Mcluhan termed, our “Global Village”. The future

of this socio-technical village remains uncertain, however its

present effect on the human ethos cannot be understated. Every

aspect of human life — self-expression, education, values, beliefs,

needs, livelihood, enjoyment — is constantly being shaped and

altered by our shifting socio-technical landscape.

AS MEDIA rESEArCHErS, we must sustain Canada’s long standing

academic tradition, while fostering discourse with a broader

global community. It is towards these intellectual and quotidian

goals, that we sought to use Media Ethics: Human Ecology in a

Connected World international conference, 20th annual Media

Ecology Association (MEA) hosted by the University of St.

Michael's College in the University of Toronto, as a springboard.

On behalf of University of Toronto’s Media Ethics Lab and George

Brown’s Institute without boundaries, we are thrilled to present

the following report on the fascinating discourse that emerged. In

particular, we sought to draw attention to the ways that

contemporary communication practices and emerging

technologies are marked by ethical issues and decisive political,

societal and cultural questions.

A MAJOr COMPONENT OF THE CONFErENCE relied on open, collaborative

discussion. It is with this intention that we hosted a series of

charrette sessions on three key ethical media topics: DIGITAL EqUITy,

DIGITAL CITIES and DIGITAL LITErACy. Above all, our hope is that the

conference charrettes serve as a catalyst for a larger media ethics

dialogue — as it happens today: in the real world and through

ordinary conversation. Therefore, this is equally a summary of the

charrette findings as it is a blueprint for future discussion and

innovation in the field.
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About Us

Media Ethics Lab

Established in 2019 at St. Michael’s College in the

University of Toronto, the Media Ethics Lab is a

research hub that studies the ways that digital media

practices and emerging technologies are marked by

ethical issues and decisive political, societal and

cultural questions. Serving as a focal point for

information related to academic programs, research,

and public policy initiatives in the field, the Media

Ethics Lab fosters open research, integrated learning,

and civic engagement, to explore the potential that

information and communication technologies hold for

enacting positive social change.

Institute without Boundaries

The IwB is a Toronto-based think tank and academic

program that focuses on collaborative design practice

with the objectives of social, ecological and economic

innovation through design research and strategy. The

IwB operates within the Centre for Arts, Design &

Information Technology at George Brown College.

Central to the work of the IwB are real projects of

public and global significance that are executed by

students, faculty and industry experts either as part

of the academic curriculum, research initiatives and

creative projects.



Summary of Key Findings

In the MEDIA ETHICS: FUTUrE WAyS OF LIVING charrette sessions (27-28-29 June 2019),

academics, researchers, policy analysts, media practitioners, and activists were able to

highlight key problems within the realms of Digital Equity, Digital Cities, and Digital

Literacy, and provide several concrete solutions.

The following is a summary of key findings from the charrette sessions. 

Discussion of DIGITAL EQUITY led to the identification of three target groups: refugees and

involuntary migrants, groups with geographic limitations and incarcerated communities.

% First, a policy program for migrants and refugees must be created to fight

stereotypes through access to digital services, involving solutions for language

barriers and discrimination.

% Next, to fight the isolation-driven digital disconnect in indigenous and rural

communities, a first nation owned telecommunication infrastructure is proposed. The

First Nations and rural Telecommunication (FNrT) system would be a community

partnership, allowing access and ownership of digital services to those outside of

current digital networks.

% A final group to be addressed is incarcerated communities, whose reform must be

based around tech education during prison sentences, paired with de-stigmatization

and a law shift beyond the current system.

In the realm of DIGITAL CITIES, 3 focus areas were identified: inclusive city systems,

designing digital curriculum, and community legislation.

% First, a framework was established for the collaborative design of inclusive systems,

encouraging engagement in both physical and digital spaces.

% Next, to design an effective digital curriculum, a process is proposed involving all

citizens in the curriculum plan; students, parents, teachers, and educators.

% Finally, community legislation suggests the establishment of a citizen assembly body

to discuss issues that arise before the technology is introduced to aid the solution.

Working towards improved DIGITAL LITERACY, a child and youth-focused digital literacy

curriculum is proposed. The following are 3 recommended components of curriculum

implementation.

% First, mindfulness-focused curriculum materials must be developed to prompt

questioning and understanding of our increasingly technological surroundings.

% Next, a multi-disciplinary committee must be formed to advise on policy matters, who

will be trained in design and critical thinking and able to analyze and critique policy.

% Finally, social enterprise will be effectively utilized, with entrepreneurs undertaking

projects beyond the government’s wheelhouse.
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The Charrette

What is a Charrette?

A charrette is a collaborative and

creative process that brings together

stakeholders from diverse backgrounds

to ideate, design and prototype ideas.

Through intensive brainstorming and

guided discussion, multidisciplinary

teams generate solutions in response to

organizational challenges.

Participants are encouraged to use

systems and design thinking techniques

to gain new perspectives that generate

unique results. Our charrette

methodology has been used to engage

professionals and students from public

and private sector organizations to solve

complex challenges, actively experiment

with new ways of thinking and push the

boundaries of possibilities.
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MEDIA ETHICS: Future Ways of Living Charrette

The MEDIA ETHICS: FUTUrE WAyS OF LIVING were three charrette sessions that holistically

aimed to create a respectful, collaborative platform for bridging gaps evident in our

contemporary digital media landscape. 

These charrette sessions took place on 27, 28, 29 June 2019 in conjunction with MEDIA

ETHICS. HUMAN ECOLOGy IN A CONNECTED WOrLD, 20th Annual Convention of the Media

Ecology Association (MEA), a four day international conference hosted by the University

of St. Michael's College in the University of Toronto.

THE CONFErENCE sought to draw attention to the ways that contemporary communication

practices and emerging technologies are marked by ethical issues and decisive political,

societal and cultural questions. With this agenda, conference participants shared research

that engages with the nature of contemporary media, communication, and technological

struggle, and the potential that communication, media, and digital technologies hold for

enacting positive social change.

A network of high-profile academic institutions operating in the field of applied ethics

have created a joint venture to support and implement this conference. Associate partner

organizations beyond academe include the Mozilla Foundation, the Centre for

International Governance Innovation (CIGI), and the Canadian Commission for UNESCO.

THE CHArrETTE PArTICIPANTS were divided into three themes that aimed to address the key

aspects of a digitally inclusive and ethical society. Contributors were encouraged to

sketch a picture of current opportunities and challenges for human well-being, as well as

put forward innovative solutions for improving digital media environments in the future.

Day 1

DIGITAL EQUITY

What is digital equity and how can we
promote equity to enhance wellbeing
for everyone on the digital world?
What needs to change? And what
tools can we use to activate the seeds
for positive change?

Day 2

DIGITAL CITIES

What is an ethical, digital city? What
priorities should factor into the
designs of digital spaces around us?
And what hurdles stand in the way of
broader inclusivity and people-
centered systems?

Day 3

DIGITAL LITERACY

What is digital literacy and what are
promising strategies for improving
digital literacy in the 21st Century?
What building blocks are already out
there? And what hurdles do we need
to overcome?
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Day 1 

DIGITAL EQUITY  
To examine the barriers to digital inclusion

and participation, and work towards giving

people of all backgrounds and circumstances

optimal digital resources.



Digital Equity
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DIGITAL EQUITY seeks to
ensure that everyone —
especially groups who are
historically underserved or
underrepresented — has the
information technology
capacity needed for civic
and cultural participation,
employment, lifelong
learning, and access to
essential services.

— CANADIAN COMMISSION FOr UNESCO
Ethics and Cybercitizenship, 2018

CHARRETTE PARTICIPANTS

MArIO PIrEDDU (Tuscia University)

NICOLE PAyETTE (ryerson University)

TySON STEWArT (Nipissing University)

SANDrA rOBINSON (Carleton University)

MELODy DEVrIES (ryerson University)

OLIVIEr NyIrUBUGArA (Erasmus University of rotterdam)

JOrGE SALHANI (Sao Paulo State University)

CLArA TSAO (Mozilla Foundation)

FACILITATORS

DAVID LEE (University of Toronto)

SIMON DIGBy (University of Toronto)

SUPPORT

APOSTOLO ZENO (Institute without Boundaries)

MArIA DANIELA yEPES JIMENEZ (Institute without Boundaries)

NAZANIN HOMAyOUNFAr (Institute without Boundaries)

DEVIKA NArAyANI PrAKASH (Institute without Boundaries)

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL EQUITY

Participants identified various user groups that may

be underserved or underrepresented:

% Elderly Population

% Indigenous Population

% Homeless

% Working Class Individuals

% At-risk-youth

% Those Living with Disabilities

% Schools

% Low Income/Individuals Living in Poverty

% refugees and Involuntary Migrants

% Groups with Geographic Limitations

% Incarcerated Communities

The team was asked to select three key target user

groups that they wish to design for.

They decided to focus on rural communities,

immigrants and incarcerated individuals.

CHALLENGES TO DIGITAL EQUITY

In order to assess the challenges for digital equity

that these user groups encounter, participants were

asked to brainstorm challenges for each group under

the following categories:

% Civic Participation

% Cultural Participation

% Employment and Lifelong Learning

% Access to Essential Services

% Any Other Criteria Defined as Important
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Challenges to Digital Equity (1):

REFUGEES OR INVOLUNTARY MIGRANTS

CIVIC PArTICIPATION: When individuals are forced to

migrate to a different country and struggle to

obtain documentation, they are not recognized by

the state and therefore have no civic participation.

CULTUrAL PArTICIPATION: The community may use

social media platforms as a method to

communicate their experiences and inform others

about important events, but they need access to

technology in order to be able to participate

equally. Considering popular media can sometimes

underrepresent immigrant groups, it is important

that these communities have a digital presence that

gives them a voice and the right to decide how

their story is portrayed.

EMPLOyMENT AND LIFELONG LEArNING: Due to the lack of

documentation, immigrant groups may not have

access to employment or education opportunities

in their country of residence. Even though

governments and organizations can offer

programs, they may still encounter challenges such

as language and title accreditation barriers.

ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL SErVICES: The team identified that

accessibility is frequently compromised for

immigrant groups. They agreed that limited access

to technology can impact education, employment

and skills training opportunities. It also reduces

their capability of having an online presence,

connecting as a community and prevents them

from getting the necessary information to start a

documentation process.

OTHEr: Other challenges may include cultural

baggage. This refers to the difficulties an individual

experiences when they are forced to leave their

home country and adapt to a new one. Limited

access to technology means limited access to

resources that may help them in their process.

Challenges to Digital Equity (2):

GROUPS WITH GEOGRAPHIC LIMITATIONS

CIVIC PArTICIPATION: The team discussed that groups

with geographic limitations but have difficulty

gaining access to vote or having proper facilities

where they can vote. Other difficulties discussed

regarding civic participation included access and

awarennes to news and propaganda, and limited

broadband access.

CULTUrAL PArTICIPATION: There may be both physical

and cultural limitations when it comes to cultural

participation; no distinction between hard and soft

media, lack of proper dissemination of information,

copyright issues, access to the proper tools to

capture and share media. Politics may limit the

online presence for certain groups.

EMPLOyMENT & LIFELONG LEArNING: Limitations of only

using online tools to apply for school courses. The

need to apply online for both employment and

education.

ACCESSIBILITy TO ESSENTIAL SErVICES: Lacking access to

opportunity and sufficient infrastructure. Schools in

rural areas not having access to technology for

their classrooms. Students not having access to

devices or internet for their homework.

OTHEr: Other challenges for groups with geographic

limitations could also include security, safety and

language barriers.

Digital Equity
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Challenges to Digital Equity (3):

INCARCERATED COMMUNITIES

CIVIC PArTICIPATION: Incarcerated communities may

not have the ability to vote or have access to

political campaigns and speeches, limiting their

participation. They may also have a lack of privacy

due to enhanced surveillance.

CULTUrAL PArTICIPATION: Some incarcerated groups

may not have had any exposure to new

technologies, which would mean that they would

need to go through a tech bootcamp for most

digital devices or services. Limited to no access to

digital culture, and their integration abilities may be

limited. There might also exist challenges regarding

censorship. And lastly, limited access to arts and

culture (i.e. books and online resources), in prisons,

could inhibit individuals from engaging with culture,

generally speaking.

EMPLOyMENT & LIFELONG LEArNING: There are endless

barriers and stigmas that incarcerated communities

face. Communities might not have access to equal

employment or educational opportunities. The

team has suggested boosting initiatives that would

offer retraining programs for important life skills

and opportunities to cultivate professional

compatibility.

ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL SErVICES: Incarcerated

communities might not have access to healthcare,

online tax forms, distance education (or the right to

access an education) and the right to an online

presence.

OTHEr: Other challenges might include; privacy,

surveillance, sense of space, sense of freedom, and

transparency.

Digital Equity



DESIGNING FOR DIGITAL EQUITY

Participants sub-divided into smaller

teams of 2-3 to develop tools to

address the challenges identified in

the brainstorm. Using the template

provided, each sub-team picked a

user group to focus on, and used the

given prompts to build their design.

TEAM ONE

Refugees & Involuntary
Migrants

To achieve a better social condition
for refugees also through digital and
environments and tools.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A policy program that allows for access to

basic services, deals with language barriers

and discrimination issues, identity crisis and

employment and life goals. To fight stereotypes

about refugees and to eliminate limitations from

society and from self perception.

Tools and policies giving refugees the right to equal

access when it comes to digital services.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION & PHASING

The first year of the project will see draft policies

being created, developed and discussed, that help

migrants and refugees gain proper access to digital

and environmental tools.

At the 2.5 year mark, the project will develop and

launch pilot policies to the public to test their

efficiency and accessibility.

The five year mark will see the project develop and

launch a digital program and service to the public.

This phase will also test to see how it works for the

target group and whether it is meeting their needs.

At the 7.5 year mark the project will have an overall

evaluation of the policy program and digital services.

This evaluation will take into account all 7.5 years of

the project.

After the evaluation stage the project will spend the

next few years redeveloping and upgrading the

policies and services to better provide for the user

group. At the 10 year mark the upgraded policies and

digital services will be made available to the public,

better serving them in all their needs.
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TEAM TWO

Groups with Geographic
Limitations

To achieve a community based
telecoms investment in critical
communication infrastructure to
hold capacity for digital
interactivity, participation, cultural
production, and education.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Lack of robust infrastructure leaves indigenous

communities and rural communities under- serviced

and creates additional spatial and temporal barriers

in fostering civic and cultural participation.

Key issues/Priorities: Isolation, inability to foster

connections between communities in order

to build common social/political goals, lack of

education.

The project is a First Nation-owned or sincere

public/private partnership to service the area and

ensure access to affordable devices and data

streams.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION & PHASING

1 year: A draft plan for First Nations and rural

Telecommunication (a.k.a FNrT).

2.5 years: Foster alliances between First Nations,

government, universities and telecoms.

5 years: First towers and pilot projects going up.

7.5 years: Nation-wide implementation/

collaboration.

10 years: Fall infrastructure servicing First Nation

communities and partnerships with other rural

communities. The completion of FNrT project.

TEAM THREE

Incarcerated Communities

To achieve a community where
incarcerated groups can experience
digital inequity.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Prison “rehab” is reflecting effective education. Law

doesn’t protect or support those individuals. The

target user for this project are incarcerated

individuals serving long term sentences or currently

recovering from incarceration, in need of digital

equity within rehabilitation institutions and prisons.

The goals for the project include:

1.   Prisons to include effective tech-education in their

rehab process.

2.  Would like to see de-stigmatization of prisoners

via an acknowledgement of historically

discriminatory sentencing laws.

3.  Subsequently, (we) propose laws that protect

citizens digital lives pre-during-post interaction

with prison systems.

The proposed project aims at bringing in technology

that helps ease transition. Help individuals know their

rights and what they’ll need to know post-release

(parole) or during. 

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION & PHASING

The first year of the project will focus on the

implementation and integration of technology.

The five year mark of the project will focus

on and tackle the de-stigmatization and

acknowledgement of incarcerated communities.

At the ten year mark, the project will focus on

changing laws and implementing policies that

protect citizens.

MEDIA ETHICS: Future Ways of Living Charrette | 13
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Day 2

DIGITAL CITIES  
To explore pressing issues related to ethics in

digital cities, to identify goals, indicators, and

good practices aimed at promoting general

wellbeing in urban, digital contexts.



Digital Cities
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DIGITAL CITY is the merging of
technology and built-
infrastructure in urban
contexts. Key issues include
promoting digital equity in
digital cities, and designing
people-centered systems
that promote ethical
responsibility and positive
change.

— CENTrE FOr INTErNATIONAL GOVErNANCE INNOVATION

The Role of a Data Strategy for Canadian Industries, 2018

CHARRETTE PARTICIPANTS

ELENA LAMBErTI (University of Bologna)

LUCA DE BIASE (Il Sole 24 Ore)

SAHAr rAZA (ryerson University)

CrAIG WATKINS (University of Texas at Austin)

MArSHALL SOULES (Vancouver Island University)

JAMIE KrAMEr (City of Windsor)

BUSHrA EBADI (CIGI)

FACILITATORS

DAVID LEE (University of Toronto)

SIMON DIGBy (University of Toronto)

SUPPORT

APOSTOLO ZENO (Institute without Boundaries)

MArIA DANIELA yEPES JIMENEZ (Institute without Boundaries)

NAZANIN HOMAyOUNFAr (Institute without Boundaries)

DEVIKA NArAyANI PrAKASH (Institute without Boundaries)

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL CITIES

The participants started by discussing the given

definition of digital cities and began brainstorming

“what is a digital city?” Participants agreed

that digital cities were heavily focused on the

technological component, and how technology

needs to be used to leverage innovation and create a

more efficient decision making process. Participants

also agreed that digital cities need to be focused on

community and how citizens interact with the digital

and physical spaces. Some of the brainstorming

discussion involved discussing the role of the citizen

within the digital city, and that the citizen needs to

define the city not the digital technology.

There were also a few concerns that were brought up

and discussed during the brainstorming session:

privacy and consent. The notion that the digital city

must protect vulnerable populations or excluded from

the conversation, ensuring that the citizen’s privacy

and private data is protected and that a city gains

consent from its citizens. Digital literacy was also

talked about, as the digital city will be integrated with

numerous technologies, the awareness and education

needs to be provided to those who do not know how

to use technology, so that they do not get left behind.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR ETHICAL, DIGITAL SPACES

After the initial brainstorming, teams began to

brainstorm the priorities/design criteria we must

keep in mind when designing cities, as well as

the current and possible challenges for inclusive

digital spaces. “What challenges does technology

bring when designing human-centric cities that

ensure participation of all?” Based on these

challenges, participants identified a few key target

groups that are underrepresented, that they wish to

design for. Key considerations included:

1.      What are the challenges to privacy in a digital

city that is heavily reliant on data?

2.     What are the challenges for participation,

inclusion, and equitable access in a digital city?



CHALLENGES TO PRIVACY

The teams identified three main challenges with

privacy in ethical, digital cities; data governance and

regulation, data ownership, and education and

awareness. The issues and considerations

that the teams discussed for data governance and

regulation included; reconsidering the dimensions of

digital cities, addressing the lack of vision by city

leaders, allowing for the data to be portable and easily

moved between different platforms, designing

accessible data policies that use plain, transparent

language, and creating new legislation for data.

The conversation around data ownership focused on;

data commons (Barcelona), a global digital village

where the community owns the data, the monetization

(or non-monetization) of personally identifiable data,

and what defines data protection and privacy.

The last challenge for privacy in digital cities

that the teams brainstormed was education

and awareness. The result of understanding

how and when to use the technology provided

or integrated into the city. Teams believed that

through education we can question what is

most important and ensure that the information

being disseminated is helpful to the public realm and

decision-making dialogue. Participants also discussed

digital literacy for city leaders, ensuring that they are

well informed and better able to make decisions. The

participants also talked about education for citizens

around data policies and regulations to create better

informed and engaged citizens.

CHALLENGES TO PARTICIPATION, INCLUSION, ACCESS

The second design criteria question is “What are

the challenges for participation, inclusion, and

equitable access in a digital city?” For the second

design criteria question, the brainstorming results fit

into two distinct categories; data governance and

regulation, and education and awareness.

For data governance and regulation teams discussed

who is able to access data policies and who is

involved in the process of designing new regulations.

Some of the thoughts around this discussion

included policies. They are often driven by elite views

and are created by the few instead of the many.

Teams also discussed the lack of regulation around

data and how it has been intentional. Participants

asked; how do we ensure that the system is co-

created and more inclusive? Another issue that was

discussed was the generational and participation

gaps, and how this created a divide between citizens.

For education and awareness, the following issues

were discussed; how the digital divide impacted the

access and participation gaps, allowing people to

participate in a valuable way and expanding young

people’s capacity to participate in city dialogues and

conversations. One of the questions that was formed

during this brainstorming session was; how can

infrastructure empower the bottom up? The

education and awareness of digital influence and

technology is important to creating smart cities that

are not only efficient but are also inclusive and ethical.

CITY MANIFESTO

Teams used the following template to develop a

strategic framework that moves towards an ethical

and inclusive digital city. Participants broke up into

smaller sub-teams of 2-3, to develop a strategy

to move towards a digitally inclusive future. Using

the template provided, participants developed a

proposal, outlining the following:

1. What is the proposal/strategy?

2. What is the key issue that is being addressed?

3. Who are the key target groups?

4. Who are the stakeholders/influences that can help

implement this strategy?

5. What needs to change in order to implement this

strategy?

6. What is the physical and digital infrastructure

required to implement this strategy?

7. What measures of success can help you evaluate

the success of your initiative in the short term (3-5

years) and long term (more than 10 years)?

Digital Cities
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TEAM ONE

Inclusive City Systems

The team developed a framework
for co-designing inclusive systems,
platforms and processes for decision
making and civic deliberation and
engagement in the city.

USER GROUPS

The framework can be used by everyone and anyone

who can and wants to design more inclusive systems

that emphasize agency and deconstructs systems of

oppression, colonialism and imperialism.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The existing system is exclusionary, conflict-

oriented, and segregated (encouraging silos

and isolation instead of community and empathy).

The team developed a framework

for co-designing inclusive systems, platforms

and processes for decision making and civic

deliberation and engagement in the city. Creating

physical and digital space for people to convene and

collaborate. The city becomes a place of liberation

and ethics and justice. The framework will encourage

critical thinking, and constructive dialogue (how you

design interfaces and spaces matter for this;

incentivize civic discourse). This framework will

ensure that systems created use digital technology

to amplify and enable community not replace it.

PROJECT COMPONENTS

The framework will include a physical community

space where people can walk, move, talk, exchange

and invest in interdisciplinary education. The digital

components of the framework include ensuring that

digital integration is used as a tool and not the whole

solution to the problem. Using the digital to amplify

the impact of what is created in the physical world,

allowing communities to grow.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION & PHASING

The first six months of the project will focus on

fundraising money for solutions, such as; climate

change adoption and global funding for arts and

sciences. The first year will see the project join

the UNESCO Cities Network Declaration and Forum,

where the best practices, visions and

deconstructions are announced and a concrete plan

of action is created. After two years we will aim for

greater inclusion in governance systems at both local

and national levels. The greater governance will lead

to a community gathering to review everything that

has been done since the project has launched. After

five years all the cities in the world should have

community spaces and a mainstream collective (for

knowledge and history) in a physical space. After

seven years the impact will be amplified with

momentum building. At the ten year mark, the

project will launch a new global governance system.

In order for this project to succeed and create

change, the following elements need to change:

(1) power systems that increase the presence of

traditionally marginalized communities and

(2) increase the accountability in tax, electoral,

financial and energy systems.

The measures of success for the project would be:

the creation of a new city system model, new

inclusive community spaces and better outcomes for

marginalized communities.

Digital Cities
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TEAM TWO

Designing a Digital
Curriculum

Team two created a framework that
designs a digital curriculum that
informs and empowers citizens to
participate in the digital city.

USER GROUPS

The framework was designed for students, teachers,

school administrators, parents and all citizens who

want to be more informed in the digital cities

dialogue.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This framework was designed to address the

lack of quality participants in the digital city

and to form access, agency, empowerment and

awareness in the processes. The framework would

allow students to update and design a curriculum

plan based on digital literacy. It would also allow

parents to facilitate the creation of community

oriented actions and services, and creating

community-tech centers that will expand on the

curriculum. The framework would give teachers and

educators the opportunity to customize the

curriculum for each target audience making the plan

more inclusive.

PROJECT COMPONENTS

The physical components of the framework would be

the stakeholders and users involved in the creation,

planning and implementation of the curriculum;

students, teachers, educators, schools, community

centers and the ministry of education. The digital

components needed for the framework would be:

computers, internet, and inclusive digital interfaces

and platforms for the dissemination of the

curriculum.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION & PHASING

The first year of the project will focus on meeting

with stakeholders to define the problems that need

to be addressed and producing a report that

summarizes the problem statement, manifesto,

vision, and feasibility. year 2-3 will focus on creating

a prototype of the curriculum that can be tested in

schools for feedback and iteration. year 5 will focus

on the specific customization of the curriculum.

In order for this project to succeed and create

change, the following elements need to change: the

focus on digital literacy, the involvement of

educators, and how educators are trained.

The measures of success for the project would be:

the adoption of this new curriculum format, the

curriculums adaptability to different audiences,

positive feedback from users that they are happy

with the new system (happiness indicators) and

students awareness and usage on the new system.

Digital Cities
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TEAM THREE

Community Legislation

Team three created a framework
that prioritizes community issues
through legislation with a built-in
accountability system.

USER GROUPS

The framework was designed for all citizens of |the

city, and people who regularly participate in the city.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Technology is seen as a global end in itself,

and allows for funneling of wealth (and power/

privacy) from some communities to a select few

others. This creates a lack of focus on community in

the smart city dialogue. The framework will include

on-going surveying, citizen assemblies, random

sampling for on-going consultations

and limited external/corporate influence. The project

will create an engine for identifying/ addressing

social issues and displaying on-going action from

citizen assembly. The framework includes two tiers of

participation: people who live here and the people

who come here (for work, etc.) and people who are

directly and indirectly affected. The framework will

re-engage citizens, facilitate trust in government, and

identify/ prioritize community issues and solutions

(while ensuring there is political will and

accountability from the government). Limit lobbying

from powerful external groups. On-going

consultation and monitoring. Government as

facilitator and enactors, not sole decision-maker.

Need to foster hope among citizens and navigate on-

going actions. Technology as part of the solution, but

people are the bigger part.

PROJECT COMPONENTS

The physical components of the framework is

a citizen assembly body, that would gather and

review issues that need to be addressed, and the

creation of public engagement methods. The digital

components of the framework includes surveying

and citizen engagement technologies which ensure

privacy of citizen and location data, etc. (free from

corporate influence and monetization). The digital

side will ensure that technology is appropriately used

to address citizen-identified issues.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION & PHASING

The first year of the project will focus on putting

citizen assemblies in place and ensuring that the

issues are branded and action plans are drafted. year

five will focus on Business Improvement Areas (BIA)

to give solutions to the branded issues. year 5 will

also focus on putting at least two key legislations in

place, and ensuring that action plans are developed,

in place and underway. year five will also see the

citizen assemblies gaining more social power. year

ten will see that all key issues have legislation in

place. New issues can be addressed. refine and

revision of past key issues. Citizen assemblies have

civic power.

In order for this project to succeed and create

change the following elements need to change: the

motivation and the will of citizens to carry out these

ideas, the loss of “red tape” and bureaucracy, a

change in political hierarchy and the better usage of

lived experiences to develop solutions rather than

strictly “top-down” approaches.

The measures of success for the project would be:

the substantial progress in key issues (including

public interest in these issues) and increased data

analytics of progress (people can “check in” on their

perspective on the progress of the issue).

Digital Cities
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Day 3

DIGITAL LITERACY  
To examine the current hurdles to meaningful

digital use and how we can overcome these

challenges for engaging with and

participating in the digital world.



Digital Literacy
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DIGITAL LITERACY is the belief
that a truly ethical and
equitable digital world is one
in which we have both
access and the ability to
cultivate skills to properly
understand and create
digitally.

— MOZILLA FOUNDATION

Web Literacy 2.0, 2014

CHARRETTE PARTICIPANTS

JUNICHI MIyAZAWA (Aoyama Gakuin University)

CArOLyN WILSON (University of Western Ontario)

SOPHIA MELNASON (york University)

PETEr ZAKrZEWSKI (ryerson University)

MOHAMMADHOSSEIN ASADI LArI (University of Toronto)

FACILITATORS

DAVID LEE (University of Toronto)

SIMON DIGBy (University of Toronto)

SUPPORT

APOSTOLO ZENO (Institute without Boundaries)

MArIA DANIELA yEPES JIMENEZ (Institute without Boundaries)

NAZANIN HOMAyOUNFAr (Institute without Boundaries)

DEVIKA NArAyANI PrAKASH (Institute without Boundaries)

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL LITERACY

The team started by redefining the provided

definition of digital literacy. Participants agreed that

the term “digital literacy” may be limiting, and

identifying the correct terminology was the first step

in bringing various stakeholders on the same page

when discussing solutions to increase digital literacy.

The term digital literacy as understood today focuses

too much on technology. Terms such as “media

literacy” or simply “literacy” may be more fitting to

describe this challenge.

Digital literacy privileges a certain ideal that one

must know how to use certain technology in order to

participate. The participants agreed that “literacy

now” could be a term that can be proposed that

would incorporate all aspects of literacy when

interacting with the digital world, or defining literacy

in the computation age/21st century.

How do we engage with the social construction of

knowledge? Participants identified their goal of

wanting to instill critical thinking, and critical

appraisal of data creation/extraction practices. In

order to do so, it is important to understand existing

biases.



USER GROUPS

Understanding users for digital

literacy is complex as it impacts every

group differently. Being “digital

natives” is no longer sufficient

CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF DIGITAL LITERACY

Participants had a short discussion on the current

digital literacy initiatives that they were aware

of, to learn what they could pull from into their own

ideas. Cybertips.ca was one such initiative that

reports child exploitation for cyber crimes. Parents as

well as law enforcement can locate communication

patterns between children and sexual predators.

Participants soon recognized that digital literacy is

no longer about teaching people to engage with

technology, but in fact enabling them to understand,

at a systems level, the impact of technology on their

lives. This involves not only the use of technology but

the regulations around data, privacy and security.

This is a concern for even the “digital natives” that

have grown up surrounded by technology. Literacy

affects different groups in different ways.

WHAT WE HAVE LOST WITH DIGITIZATION

% Souvenirs of Ideas: Books and other physical

artifacts and tactile media are disappearing.

Engagement with books is decreasing although

there has been a movement amongst young

adults to bring back books as a medium.

% Accidental Discovery: Accessing online content

relies heavily on algorithms, and we often receive

streamlined content curated specifically for us.

This has removed the element of surprise and

accidental discovery when browsing through a

library or bookstore, and similarly reduces our

engagement with ambiguity in everyday life.

% Tenacity: Our depth of intellectual understanding

and concentration is constantly impacted by the

number of distractions in our environment.

% Critical thinking: Being able to distance ourselves

from ideas in order to critically analyze.

Digital Literacy
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A Framework for Digital
Literacy

The team developed a framework of
digital literacy that revolved around
curriculum development, policy, and
social enterprise thinking.

TARGET USERS

Children/youth

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project has three key components:

1.   Curriculum materials:

    A new curriculum that teaches rhetoric, critical

thinking, design and systems thinking, media

meta-literacy and semiotics.

    Curriculum development would engage people

from various sectors such as educators,

developmental psychologists, ICT/computer

engineers, as well as coding. The program will be

delivered through dialogical teaching, using

practices from design thinking. The goal of the

program will be to allow people to think about

thinking. By distancing oneself from the content,

this program will focus on mindfulness and

allowing people to think critically about situations,

rather than teaching them the hard skills needed

to engage with technology.

    This should encourage people to understand and

question their surroundings, that will, in the future,

be heavily incorporated with technology. Systems

thinking will build understanding of the

consequences of various technologies and allow

people to make informed decisions when opting

in to services.

    Using the Socratic method of cooperative

argumentative dialogue between individuals,

curriculum will encourage asking and answering

questions to stimulate critical thinking and bring

out ideas and presuppositions above the surface,

creating a dialogical process of discovery.

2.  Policy recommendations:

    Participants recognized the need to enable policy

makers to think critically, when developing new

policies around media ethics.

    A special committee will be formed, that will be

trained in design thinking and critical thinking,

allowing them to analyze and critique policy and

provide recommendations to policy makers. This

committee will include people from various

disciples including ITC/Computer Engineering,

Communications, Journalism, Theorists, Sociology

and Media Anthropology, and Media Ecology and

Ethics.

3. Social Enterprise Thinking

    The third component of this project would be

working with Social Enterprises to take ideas

around Media Ethics forward. These entrepreneurs

will be encouraged by the special committee and

assisted in exploring projects that the government

currently isn’t able to undertake.

Digital Literacy
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Call to Action

THE FUTURE WAYS OF LIVING charrette

sessions were a massive success, due

largely to our diverse participants

and topics of discussion. 

However, media evolution is more

than a seasonal venture, and we must

use this conference as the

springboard for a larger conversation.

Just as the field is ever-evolving and

growing, so must the community and

atmosphere around it. In whatever

way you can, big or small, we urge

you to continue thinking, speaking

and getting involved in media ethics.

THE CHARRETTE

The charrette format is extremely beneficial to

revelations and developments. The value of

group collaboration and discussion cannot be

overstated and is a method that we urge you

to try for yourself.

The Media Ethics Lab and Institute without

Boundaries will continue hosting periodical

charrette sessions, and encourage other

networks to do the same.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

The academic research and collaborative

efforts we support are nothing if not for a

greater good, as we must not only work

towards a healthier digital world but a more

equitable planet. In staying up to date on the

UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),

we ensure that all our efforts in the field are

beneficial for the greater planet. We urge

everyone to upkeep the SDGs through

awareness and good practices.

...AND YOU!

If you run an organization, university program

or learning community, we want to hear from

you. We’re passionate about sharing our

knowledge on experiential learning and the

charrette methodology with you.

Our minds are open to whatever future project

you want to discuss with us, and we look

forward to growing our community with you.

What happens next?

Media Ethics Lab
University of Toronto, St. Michael's College

81 St. Mary Street, Toronto ON M5S 1J4
WWW.MEDIAETHICS.CA
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